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once again. the same process as above, find a lvl 100 lvling your pokemon.
only this time go to a battle with a player willing to battle on. once you've
done this fight him and win. you can do this multiple times until you have 6 lvl
100's. now all you have to do now is enter the unique code and see which
pokemon you get. like i said its the exact same as all the other codes, same
process etc. except the final event. after the generation of generation v and
the appearance of new core formes, the 16th entry of the series, known as
diamond and pearl, were released for the nintendo gamecube. a new region
was added to the pokémon series, sinnoh, a region where the new super
guides are being held, the new region will, unlike the other regions in the
series being the only one not based on any actual regions on our earth. the
new core region for the series is based around a mystery. the new region is
going to be spread throughout four cities, kanto (the region originally featured
in the first games for the nintendo gameboy), johto, hoenn (an unexplored
region, only once seen in-game), and sinnoh (the new region being made for
the gamecube), and the core region can be found somewhere in between the
four regions. in the first-generation games, pokémon rumble and rumble blast,
the player may travel from city to city to interact with other people, shopping
at a variety of venues such as hotels and pokémon centers, and trade
pokémon. when the player is using the game boy player and pokémon storage
system, the player cannot travel from city to city unless the player carries all
of his or her pokémon with them. all of the cities in the first generation are
geographically separate. in the second generation, stadium, the player travels
between the central hub of pokémon center and the various cities. the player
cannot talk to another person while in stadium. as of pokémon heartgold &
soulsilver, the player can enter the "route" system to travel between all the
cities.
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in the post-game, a new feature is added to the game as well. in the safari
zone, there is a secret area called the relic passage. the area has four gates

that separate and contain four underground passages, and each contains one
of the legendary pokemon. to walk through a gate and enter its corresponding
underground path, you need to use the relic pass. as this is an exclusive area,

you can only visit it after you've fulfilled certain requirements. to enter the
relic passage, you need to have the relic badge, which can be obtained by
reaching 20,000 points or winning the safari zone. pokemon can also move

through the relic pass, and many players choose to use this method to get to
the base of the relic gate in the frozen underground passage. while you can't
trade in this area of the game, you can visit the relic pass section of the safari
zone with your friends using a special item called the hidebox. the is no way to
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view the map before or after the event so watch it slowly on your phone. to
claim a prize you must complete the final round and you can trade them out

for your own pokemon, if you want. but i only trade off pokemon i dont want to
so i only trade for shiny or alittle better versions. its also good to note that you

will be able to claim only once the whole event is done and pokemon go fb
page says that it could last a day or two longer so trade for what you want

now. and after that it may or may not be activated to the real app pokemon go
so beware of that. anyway good luck and good trading catch&release is meant
to provide a place for people to catch wild pokémon, and a place for pokémon

go trainers to catch, trade, battle, and train pokémon. we are releasing the
ability to trade pokécoins, which is a way to trade pokémon between pokémon

go and pokémon go plus. i’d like to send a big thanks to all the pokémon go
trainers that have helped us implement this. 5ec8ef588b
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